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● Embrace Imperfections 
Your social media doesn't need to present a flawless image of you. People often relate more to your 
failures and challenges than your successes

● Manage Reactions, Not Opinions 
You can't control what strangers say about you online, but you have control over your own emotions and 
how you choose to react to such situations

● Self-Compassion Matters 
Remember to be kind to yourself. You owe yourself the gift of self-compassion, especially in the world of 
social media where perfection is often portrayed

● Seek Help When Needed: 
Don't hesitate to reach out for support or guidance when facing challenges in the online world. Seeking 
help is a sign of strength, not weakness

Your Mental Health | Is Top Priority
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● The Importance of Using Social Media to Develop a Brand
○ Establishing your online presence
○ Building brand recognition and credibility

● How to Set Up Your Profile Page
○ Crafting a compelling bio and headline & setting your privacy

● The Power of Social Media to Promote Your Work
○ Showcasing your skills and achievements
○ Reaching a broader audience and potential clients

● Find Connections that Will Help You Achieve Your Goals
○ Networking effectively within your industry
○ Connecting with mentors, peers, and potential collaborators

● What to Post and When
○ Creating engaging content that reflects your expertise
○ Best practices for posting frequency and timing

Content 
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your online 
persona
Presence or 
Purpose
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What is Your Internet | Persona
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Imagine someone Googling your name right now. What will they find? 

● Did they uncover anything?
● Is the content they discover current?
● Does it align with your current objectives?

Imagine if You Controlled the Pages of Your Digital Story
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Your Brand | Your Narrative
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By taking control of your brand you can impact what others say, think and perceive about you

• Is your LinkedIn profile a true reflection of your value?

• How is your brand received by the wider industry?

• What do those you work with say about you?

• How do your peers perceive your professional qualities?

Control the narrative | create the perception that supports your professional goals
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Know your Goal
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What are you trying to achieve through social media?

● growing your network?

● connect with  potential collaborators, partners, 
supporters?

● sharing project / initiative updates?

● spreading the word about topics you are passionate 
about?

● engaging in industry news and popular content?

● creating your own content ?

● be a thought leader?
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1

HF photo

2banner

3
Personal headline

First Impressions | The Visual Advantage
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Don’t miss your chance to make a great first 
impression! 

● It should also reflect your personality. This will 
give stakeholders an idea of   who they will meet. 

● Think about the energy and attitude you want to 
project - while there’s nothing wrong with being 
serious, a smile will make you seem more 
approachable.

● Use a recent photo. A neutral background can 
stand out

Profile Picture
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Use an image that conveys  your brand

Banner Image
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Stand out! 
Your profile title is one of the first things someone sees in search 
results.

What do you want people to know about you?

○ value proposition - what makes you different? what is 
your speciality? 

○ audience - adapt your language
○ show your personality, values

● If it appeals to your target market you will get more profile 
views.  more opportunities!

Headline | Profile Title
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write your compelling headline 
promoting your area of expertise / 

sustainability project 
(220 characters max)

Would you like feedback from the group?
Share your headline content in the meeting chat - only if you are 

comfortable doing so 

5 Minutes
Activity | Create a Punchy Headline 
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● Craft it to be engaging, informative, and memorable.
● Your key strengths and interests.
● How do you bring value to your industry / stakeholders
● Your vision for growth and development
● Keywords that your target audience will search for - to find 

you. Add your skills
● Authenticity: Embrace personal touch. Don’t be afraid to 

share something personal about YOU

Readability: 

● Ensure they remember the key points by formatting with 
readability in mind: 

● White space | Paragraphs of max 4 sentences 
● Bullet points (8 words max) 

Tell your Full Story | About Section

Make 1 - 2 sentences count

What do you want your potential collaborators, partners, and supporters to know about you?
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Tell your Full Story | About Section

Short paragraphs. White space. 

Succinct bullet points | Keywords

Relatability | Authenticity
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review your “about” summary section 
What do you want your potential collaborators, partners, and supporters to 
know about you?

Is it clear and easy to understand and read?

Is your purpose and value proposition clear?

 

5 minutesActivity | About Section 

Would you like feedback from the group?
Share your about section content in the meeting chat - only if you are comfortable doing so 
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● If you are seeking employment: this section can read like a CV 

● If you are seeking to influence stakeholders / win business: 

Focus on achievements and projects 

Showcase the tangible value you can add to your prospective network/ customer/ 
stakeholder

Speak to your reader. use words like “You” “Your”. I can support YOUR organisation with…

Make the most of this space to sell yourself and your capabilities confidently.

Showcase Your Work - Experience
Customise this content to align with the purpose of your profile
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Do you check reviews before you buy, shop, dine? Recommendations can build trust and credibility

Let your network speak for you

Recommendations can support your narrative

● Personalise your request

● Help them by directing them towards areas 
you want them to focus on

● Provide context by mentioning projects, 
collaborations or achievements

● Offer to reciprocate 
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craft a recommendation request

● to a friend / colleague to ask for a 
recommendation. 

● provide guidance on what you need them to focus 
on

5 minutesActivity | Recommendations

Would you like feedback from the group?
Share your about recommendation content in the meeting chat, or send it. 

Only if you are comfortable doing so 
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make sure your profile is visible

direct link:
bit.ly/profilesetting

Control your profile’s appearance and choose what you will share on search engines

be found |is your profile visible?
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make sure your profile is visibleProfessional Branding Checklist
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connections
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Connections | That Matter
Establish connections not just contacts

When deciding who to connect with, ask yourself the following

● Are you a potential stakeholder or someone who can help me to achieve my 
goals?

● Are you in a geographic market where I do business?
● Do you share content I care about?
● Do I know you? 
● Do I know someone who knows you?
● Do I know your company?
● Can I add value to you or help your business?
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Engaging Your New Connections

24

● When you send a connect request explain the reason. 

● Personalise your message. Mentioning the person's first name or the day of the week 
could set you apart.

● When your request is accepted, you will receive a notification. Use this as a reminder to 
get in touch to introduce yourself and collaborate.
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Engaging Your New Connections
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"Hi Mandy, I've seen your posts and noticed 
some of your work. As a fellow advocate for 
a greener future, I really appreciate your 
perspectives and would love to connect."

“I’m glad Carolyn introduced us. Please 
accept my connection request so we can 
stay in touch. Next time we run into each 
other (I’m on campus on Mondays and 
Tuesdays) you’ll have to tell me more about 
what you do for Enactus. I’ve always been 
interested in the sustainability industry.”

"Hi Mandy, thanks for accepting my 
connection request. I believe our 
connection could lead to meaningful 
collaborations and shared insights. Here is a 
link to my recent post talking about the 
project I am currently working on. It’s 
about …

Hi Jo, thank you for accepting my request. 
When will you be on campus next? Would 
you be available to catch up for coffee/beer?  
Here is my number - you can text or call me 
if you are interested.  Speak soon, Caz
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Network Recommendations

direct link:
bit.ly/addconnections

Review connections that are 
recommended by LinkedIn After accepting a connection request 

you get recommendations for similar 
connections
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Sync Email Contacts | Likes & Comments

send them a 
connection request 
and thank them for 
liking/commenting 

on your post
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Company based Your connections
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Creating
Engagement
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Share Content That Supports Your Goals
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● Spark a conversation with an update, a question, your 
professional opinion

● Share your expertise

● Relevant news articles, industry updates and blog posts. 

● Announce events, activities, networking opportunities

● Post photos and updates from events that represent you, 
your goals and your authenticity

● Like, share, comment on relevant content from potential 
partners/clients/collaborators

● Write your own articles

Discover and share conversation-worthy updates to create and grow relationships.
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LinkedIn will reward you for Comments, 
shares, likes

● @colleagues, companies, connections
● add hashtags
● comment on your networks’ posts
● regularly add new connections

● Engage: Comment before you like

● Post at times when your audience is 
commuting or lunch’ing

● Mix your posts up with polls - Use images

● Don’t be afraid to post about personal things. 
It doesn't ALL have to be professional
 

● Avoid external links 

● Consistency is key
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Integrate your brand into 
updates

Share Company Updates
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Feature Articles on your 
profile page

Relevant Articles, Industry 
Updates and Blogs

Provide 
commentary
Share your 
insights
@ colleagues 
# relevant topics
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Start a dialogue
Like, share, comment 
on articles you enjoy

Write an Article
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Authenticity Enhances Relatability

|© Randstad 35

Sharing personal anecdotes or aspects of your life can make you more relatable to your professional network, 
fostering deeper connections and trust
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Key Takeaways
To start your 
digital journey
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Key Takeaways 

Your personal digital brand allows you to:

• connect with your target audience

• forge meaningful connections with potential collaborators, 
partners, and supporters

• take control of your online representation 

• raise awareness / influence about causes important to you 

• showcase your thought leadership through relevant content
37

Online mindfulness

• stay true to your authentic self

• you cannot control what others 
say and do online - be kind to 
yourself 

• seek support if you need it
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Show your completed LinkedIn profile to a friend 
or colleague 

Give them just 10 seconds only to look at it

A successful  profile speaks volumes in seconds! 

Be able to be scanned to garner the most 
important info quickly

Communicate your brand clearly

10 Second Challenge

Ask them what they now know about you?

Next Steps | Complete and Review

Use the Profile checklist to complete 
your linkedin page 
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● Link to your inbox
● Search for target companies
● Research potential stakeholders
● Connect with colleagues

● Research content such as articles / blogs / 
websites

● Schedule days/times to focus on LinkedIn
● Tag Enactus
● Tag Colleagues from this call
● Tag Stakeholders

Make connections
Consider the following activities

Set a timeframe to commit to sharing a post

Next Steps | Connect and Post
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Thank you
Stay connected
Stay authentic 
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Prior to session:

Create a LinkedIn account (if you do not already have one)

Write a blurb for your “about section”. 
Consider what you would like your profile to achieve for you

● Include your value proposition. 
● Use the first person and a tone that matches your Identity 
● Indicate how you could help your Audience

To assist refer to LinkedIn Canvas guide 


